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You Can Shine So Bright! Jul 29 2019 Through
rhyming text, children are encouraged to let
their light shine in the world through their
actions toward others.
Shine Dec 02 2019 Kai is excited to go back to
school after the summer holiday, but soon finds
himself being mocked by his peers for being
different. Kai’s confidence is lowered and he
begins to wish that he is ‘normal’ like everyone
else. With the help of his parents, Kai learns to
be proud of himself and his unique qualities and
values. Kai’s mother explains how although the
moon and stars are different they both shine
beautifully in the sky. He learns an important
lesson: that everyone is special and valuable in
their own way. He realises that the things that
make him different are the things that make him
special. He makes a decision to use his qualities
to ‘shine his light’. Shine is a touching and heartwarming story which encourages young readers
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to celebrate diversity and to recognise how our
differences make us special. It deals confidently
with issues including bullying, low self-esteem,
self-confidence and forgiveness in a manner that
children can comprehend.
Show Up, Step Out, & Shine "Creating A
Culture of Leaders Who Shine" Oct 31 2019
Show Up, Step Out, & Shine [Leadership
Strategies That Create Leaders Who Shine]
LEARN HOW TO: Step 1: Show Up (Be Present) Think about the possibilities! - Become more
focused! - Develop a positive attitude! Step 2:
Step Out (Be Unique) - Start a positive trend
instead of following the negative! - Learn how to
lead yourself first and then others! - Stand out
and become your own person! Step 3: Shine (Be
Your Best) - Become unstoppable when it comes
to reaching goals! - Feel like a leader in every
role you play! - Develop a hunger that only
success can satisfy! GO TO
www.TheRobMoore.com AND GET FREE
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ADDITIONAL TIPS ON HOW YOU CAN SHINE!
Rise and Shine! Dec 26 2021 Pairs the lyrics
from the classic Bible song with endearing
images of a bear family who performing their
daily chores while remembering to sing and be
happy. By the illustrator of Jesus Loves Me.
Shine Apr 17 2021 Seventeen-year-old Rachel
Kim confronts the dark underbelly of the K-pop
world as she strives to become a K-pop star.
Show Up and Shine Oct 24 2021 You meet
someone new and in a matter of seconds they
make up their mind about you. They?re
responding to your Presence: what people see
when they look at you, what they hear when you
speak, and how they feel when they?re around
you. If you?re not thrilled with the responses
you?re getting ? if you don?t attract clients the
way you?d like to ? if you didn?t get the
promotion you wanted ? if you don?t make the
money you ought to be making ? it may very well
be because you?re missing that powerful
presence. The good news is: you can change the
way you?re perceived. And THAT can change
everything. In Show Up and Shine, Catherine
Johns explains in practical, concrete ways, how
to use your body and your voice to create more
confidence. You?ll discover how to increase your
charisma so you become more magnetic in
business and in your personal life. This book
addresses specific issues that confront women,
habits that have been ingrained in girls for
generations, barriers that keep females from
playing full out. Read it. Practice the Action
Steps. And learn how to shine.
Rise and Shine Feb 13 2021 Liz Curtis Higgs will
use any means at her disposal to cheer the
downhearted and encourage women by
reminding them of their worth in God's eyes. In
Rise and Shine, Liz offers reminders of God's
grace, and the joy of waking up to His mercies
every morning. Bite-size readings compiled from
many of her best-selling works including One
Size Fits All, Only Angels Can Wing It,
Mirror,Mirror on the Wall and others provide the
reader with moments of encouragement to start
the day off with a smile and a fresh perspective
on life in God's love. Contains previously
published material.
Rise and Shine Aug 02 2022 Unlock the secrets
of who you are–as written in the stars. Astrology
offers us a blueprint of our true selves, captured
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in the sky at the time we were born. Your rising
sign is the face you show to others—not a mask,
a persona, or a role that you play.
Understanding your rising sign will help explain
why you are sometimes misunderstood, and will
help you direct the first impression you make on
others in order to convey the real you. In Rise
and Shine, veteran astrologer and columnist
Christopher Renstrom unpacks all 144 Rising
Sign/Sun sign combinations. This illuminating
and engaging guide will help you navigate every
relationship in your life—with a little help from
the stars.
Come Rain Or Shine Aug 10 2020 From the pen
of multi-million copy seller and Sunday Times
bestselling author Susan Sallis comes a
magnificent and sweeping novel that asks
whether friendships really can endure through
thick and thin. Readers of Rosamunde Pilcher,
Maeve Binchy and Fiona Valpy will not be
disappointed. READERS ARE LOVING COME
RAIN OR SHINE! "Brilliant, I couldn't put it
down." - 5 STARS "Great storyline. Took me a
while to place everyone, so many wonderful
characters. But so worth it. Susan Sallis puts you
right there, in the thick of it." - 5 STARS
"Wonderful" - 5 STARS "It was exciting and
intriguing and nicely slow at the same time" - 5
STARS
**************************************************
**************************************************
******* SOME FRIENDSHIPS REALLY DO
STAND THE TEST OF TIME. WILL THEIRS? The
four of them were close when they worked
together in the 1960s: Natasha, Prudence,
Rachel and Maisie. Now, twenty years later,
Natasha, newly divorced and back from America
with a fifteen-year-old daughter, decides there
must be a reunion. Pru, always the mysterious
one, deeply involved with her commune in
Cornwall, unexpectedly offers to host at
Prospect House, a property she has inherited in
the Malvern Hills. Rachel, married to her former
boss, a Liberal MP, gladly leaves a tangled
domestic situation to join the friends she hasn't
seen for so long. And Maisie ... Maisie, perhaps
the most vulnerable of the four, mother of five
children, married to the unpredictable Edward,
fails to arrive at Prospect House. The drama of
her disappearance has a far-reaching effect on
the lives and destinies of them all...
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The Sun is a Shine Nov 12 2020 A gentle and
poetic board book about weather systems across
the world. Young readers will enjoy meeting
children from around the globe and experiencing
the phenomena of the sky as each child thanks
Mother Earth for bringing the sun, wind, rain,
snow, lightning and thunder to them. Magical
illustrations enhance evocative text in a
delightful blend of cultural diversity, geography,
science, rich language and gratitude. The sun is
a shine, that wakens the day, sparkles the dew,
makes everything new. Miigwetch, merci, golden
Sun. Thank you, thank you, shining one.
Break Up and Shine Apr 29 2022 No one ever
teaches us to break up and be happy, but what if
your broken heart was the best thing to ever
happen to you..... In Break Up and Shine,
counsellor and author Marissa Walter shares
powerful lessons learned from her divorce to
guide you through your emotional pain and see it
as an opportunity to move on to a happier life.
Starting with an understanding of the stages of
grief, and how we move through them, Break Up
and Shine offers sound guidance and reflective
exercises to help you: - Gain perspective on your
break-up to see what you can gain from the loss;
- Feel good about yourself as a single person; Release old patterns of pain and blame which
keep you stuck in the past; - Explore what you
want from life now and take steps to get there; Discover when you're ready to find another
relationship, and how to use the past to make
your next love right for you. Break Up and Shine
combines personal experience with inspired
wisdom and practical advice, to support you in
moving on and making life after the end of your
relationship your happiest time yet.
Speak Up, Stand Out and Shine Jun 19 2021
Rise and Shine Feb 25 2022 Unlock the secrets
of who you are–as written in the stars. Astrology
offers us a blueprint of our true selves, captured
in the sky at the time we were born. Your rising
sign is the face you show to others—not a mask,
a persona, or a role that you play.
Understanding your rising sign will help explain
why you are sometimes misunderstood, and will
help you direct the first impression you make on
others in order to convey the real you. In Rise
and Shine, veteran astrologer and columnist
Christopher Renstrom unpacks all 144 Rising
Sign/Sun sign combinations. This illuminating
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and engaging guide will help you navigate every
relationship in your life—with a little help from
the stars.
Step Up, Shine On! Oct 12 2020 Kat's got all
the ingredients to go all the way. But she fails
her exams-on purpose-to avoid the pressure of
the top classes. She kills it in soccer, but never
trials for the rep teams. She's happy to fly under
the radar, unlike her oh-so-perfect Wonder
Brother. But this year things are shifting. Not
least in her friendships. Lavinia has defected to
none other than The Triad of She-Wolves, but
Kat's gained the new girl, the Goth, and after
tutoring Bayani's brother, a boyfriend! When
secrets are revealed and loyalties are tested, Kat
discovers that it is time for her to step up... and
shine!
Rise Up & Shine! Jul 01 2022 Cristina
Saralegui, hailed as the queen of Latin media, is
a beloved television personality, the former host
and executive producer of the Emmy-Award
winning talk show The Cristina Show, a savvy
businesswoman, one of the most influential
Hispanics in America, and a loving wife and
mother. But ?having it all” hasn't always come
easy for Cristina. In Rise Up and Shine!, Cristina
doesn't just reveal the secrets behind her
success. She also shares personal, hard-won
lessons that have helped her through life's most
difficult moments, like the cancellation of her
Univision talk show after twenty-one years of
dedicated work and her son's life-threatening
battle with bipolar disorder. Cristina knows what
true struggle feels like and the tremendous
willpower it takes to get through challenges,
persevere and triumph. With Cristina's straightshooting, tell-it-like-it-is approach and the
wisdom that comes from life's highs and lows,
Rise Up and Shine! is an empowering guide to
finding your passions and achieving your
dreams.
Rise and Shine Mar 05 2020 Birkan Tore gives
practical advice about how you can really wake
up to be yourself and really shine with your own
beauty and power. The book deals with three
important relationships: your relationships with
yourself, your beliefs, and your life. Birkan wants
you to understand the important changes that
you most personally and truthfully wish to make
in these relationships. Along with insights about
the deeper meanings of time, beauty, money,
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and balance, Birkan gives realistic instructions
on how you can let these ideas and needs more
positively shape your image of self. Although he
speaks in real-life language about the material
world you face, he also discusses the spiritual
truths that are actually the fundament of reality.
He asks you to truly comprehend and embrace
not only your beliefs, but also the power with
which your beliefs can change the worldly
circumstances of your life. Finally, he applies the
ideas of personal affirmation and belief
manifestation to your daily actions.
Shine! Jan 27 2022 Everyone deserves to shine
in this sparkling book about a girl who's trying
to find her place in the universe--and middle
school--from the New York Times bestselling
author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library!
Shine on! might be the catchphrase of twelveyear-old Piper's hero--astronaut, astronomer,
and television host Nellie Dumont Frisse--but
Piper knows the truth: some people are born to
shine, and she's just not one of them. That fact
has never been clearer than now, when her
dad's new job has landed them both at Chumley
Prep, a posh private school where everyone
seems to be the best at something and where
Piper definitely doesn't fit in. Bursting with
humor, heart, science, possibilities, and big
questions, Shine! is a story about finding your
place in the universe--a story about figuring out
who you are and who you want to be. BONUS!
Science experiment included!
Rise and Shine, Benedict Stone Jun 07 2020
Now a Hallmark Original Movie! “A perfect read
for lovers of Antoine Laurain's The Red
Notebook, Gabrielle Zevin's The Storied Life of
A.J. Fikry, and Fredrik Backman's A Man Called
Ove.” —Library Journal, starred review “Phaedra
Patrick understands the soul.” —Nina George,
New York Times bestselling author of The Little
Paris Bookshop A delightful gem of a novel about
family, forgiveness and finding your way from
the bestselling author of The Curious Charms of
Arthur Pepper Benedict Stone has settled into a
complacent and predictable routine. Business at
his jewelry shop has dried up; his marriage is on
the rocks. His life is in desperate need of a jump
start—and then a surprise arrives at his door in
the form of his audacious teenage niece,
Gemma. Reckless and stubborn, she invites
herself into Benedict’s world and turns his
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orderly life upside down. But she might just be
exactly what he needs to get his life back on
track. Filled with colorful characters and
irresistible charm, Rise and Shine, Benedict
Stone is a luminous reminder of the unbreakable
bonds of family, and shows that having someone
to embrace life with is always better than
standing on your own. Don’t miss Phaedra
Patrick’s winning new novel, The Messy Lives of
Book People! Look for Phaedra Patrick's other
charming bestsellers! The Curious Charms of
Arthur Pepper The Library of Lost and Found
The Secrets of Love Story Bridge
Shine Jan 03 2020 Star learns to accept herself
and her ABDL kink in a cute story of her coming
out to herself while making new friends.
Shine Sep 22 2021 When you think of the
Newsboys, do you think rock and roll, gold
records, concerts, and fame? Shine: Make Them
Wonder What You’ve Got reveals the Newsboys
in a way you have never seen them before--not
just as performers but as Christians. Follow
them as they travel through seasons of personal
and spiritual growth, undergoing struggles that
are common to all believers, experiencing faithstretching circumstances, and seeking to live for
Christ in an authentic way. Their spiritual
journeys reflect a deep and growing faith that
permeates their music while also transcending
it. This new path challenges the limitations
we’ve put on Christianity in our postmodern
culture and seeks the essence of the Gospel.
Shine will challenge and stretch your own
spiritual expectations as you discover the
dynamics of a living faith.
Rise and Shine Jan 15 2021 From Anna
Quindlen, acclaimed author of Blessings, Black
and Blue, and One True Thing, a superb novel
about two sisters, the true meaning of success,
and the qualities in life that matter most. It’s an
otherwise ordinary Monday when Meghan
Fitzmaurice’s perfect life hits a wall. A
household name as the host of Rise and Shine,
the country’s highest-rated morning talk show,
Meghan cuts to a commercial break–but not
before she mutters two forbidden words into her
open mike. In an instant, it’s the end of an era,
not only for Meghan, who is unaccustomed to
dealing with adversity, but also for her younger
sister, Bridget, a social worker in the Bronx who
has always lived in Meghan’s long shadow. The
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effect of Meghan’s on-air truth telling
reverberates through both their lives, affecting
Meghan’s son, husband, friends, and fans, as
well as Bridget’s perception of her sister, their
complex childhood, and herself. What follows is
a story about how, in very different ways, the
Fitzmaurice women adapt, survive, and manage
to bring the whole teeming world of New York to
heel by dint of their smart mouths, quick wits,
and the powerful connection between them that
even the worst tragedy cannot shatter.
The Sun Does Shine May 19 2021 "A powerful,
revealing story of hope, love, justice, and the
power of reading by a man who spent thirty
years on death row for a crime he didn't
commit"-Stand Up and Shine Bright Sep 30 2019 Meet
Sunshine as she stands up to bullying with the
help of her classmate and new best friend, GQ.
Learn with Sunshine about bullying, and how it
should never be tolerated.
Shine Mar 17 2021 When her best guy friend
falls victim to a vicious hate crime, sixteen-yearold Cat sets out to discover who in her small
town did it. Richly atmospheric, this daring
mystery mines the secrets of a tightly knit
Southern community and examines the strength
of will it takes to go against everyone you know
in the name of justice. Against a backdrop of
poverty, clannishness, drugs, and intolerance,
Myracle has crafted a harrowing coming-of-age
tale couched in a deeply intelligent mystery.
Smart, fearless, and compassionate, this is an
unforgettable work from a beloved author.
Praise for Shine “Cat eventually uncovers the
truth in a cliffhanging climax in which she
confronts fear, discovers that love is stronger
than hate and truly ‘shines.’ Raw, realistic and
compelling.” –Kirkus Reviews “The page-turning
mystery and Cat’s inspiring trajectory of selfrealization will draw readers in and give them
plenty to ponder.” –The Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books “Dramatic in both content and
presentation." –Los Angeles Times “Myracle
captures well the regret that many feel for
things in their past about which they are
ashamed. Cat’s reflections on these moments are
spot-on.” –School Library Journal AWARD:
WINNER: Amelia Elizabeth Walden Award for
young adult fiction YALSA 2014 Popular
Paperbacks for Young Adults
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Rise Up Shine On Nov 05 2022
Rise and Shine Nov 24 2021 An illustrated
song celebrating the morning, the time to rise
and shine and join the world.
Meet Shimmer and Shine! (Shimmer and Shine)
Jul 09 2020 Nickelodeon's new animated show
follows the magical adventures of genie sisters,
Shimmer and Shine, and their human best friend
Leah. A sparkle-filled read for girls and boys
ages 4 to 6, this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled
reader features a glitter cover and over 30 shiny
stickers. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary
and short sentences to tell simple stories. For
children who recognize familiar words and can
sound out new words with help.
Rise and Shine May 07 2020 All the monsters
and birds and grouches of Sesame Street get up
and prepare to begin the day.
Rise Up and Shine Oct 04 2022 Rise Up and
Shine conveys a message of self-love and
empowerment by encouraging readers to carve
out sacred time for the quiet desires of the heart
to be heard. This guided journal is strengthened
by the author's original poetry- a testament that
beauty comes from time spent in contemplation.
Common themes found throughout this book are
manifestation, growing from life's challenges,
perspective and living consciously. Rise Up and
Shine gently guides the reader to a place of
deeper self-discovery and understanding.
On the Farm (Shine a Light) Aug 29 2019
What is hidden in the world around us? For ages
3 and up, the uniquely designed Shine-A-Light
series of books uncovers the facts behind a
diverse range of places and topics through
hidden images that are revealed by light. First,
view a full-colour scene and read about what is
pictured - but what else is there? Shine a torch
behind the page, or hold it up to the light, to
reveal what is hidden. Turn the page to read fun
facts about the hidden image in black and white.
A world of surprises awaits! What you can you
see on the farm today? Children will find out in
this beautifully illustrated Shine-a-Light title,
which looks at farming through the seasons.
Full-colour artwork gives an insight into winter,
spring, summer, and autumn on the farm,
including how baby animals are cared for and
how crops are grown and harvested. Other titles
in the 'Shine-A-Light.' series: Shine-A-Light:
Secrets of the Vegetable Garden Shine-A-Light:
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Secrets of Animal Camoflage Shine-A-Light:
Secrets of Winter
Rise and Shine Jul 21 2021 “When I was thirtyfive, my wife and I were both reported dead by
the first paramedics to arrive at the scene of a
seventy-five-mile-an-hour hit-and-run. My wife
Marcy died instantly that day. With brain
damage from a massive stroke and my body
broken, I wasn’t expected to survive either.” So
begins Rise and Shine, the dramatic story of
Simon Lewis and his remarkable recovery from a
horrific car accident. Told through the eyes of
someone who has “lived through it” and
successfully overcome the hurdles of the health
insurance maze, Rise and Shine is a first-person
account of unexpected tragedy and life-affirming
courage, with lessons both medical and spiritual.
Rise and Shine shows how much patients can
achieve, beyond the limited horizons of
insurance-based diagnosis, treatment and
rehabilitation, to attain maximum regeneration
and rebuild their lives. An inspiring story about
what it means to return to life after a near-death
experience, Rise and Shine is, essentially, an
exploration of the nature of consciousness itself,
and an impassioned tale about survival and
recovery.
Shine! Sep 10 2020 A shining new picture book
about learning to appreciate the wonders in your
world and within yourself, by New York Times
bestselling author Patrick McDonnell and Naoko
Stoop, creator of Red Knit Cap Girl, a New York
Times Best Illustrated book Hoshi the sea star
looks up in the sky and sees the stars shining.
She wishes that she too could be in the sky
amongst the brilliant stars--and as she imagines
how much better it would be up in the air, she
fails to appreciate the beautiful world that
surrounds her underwater. It takes Hoshi's
friends, old and new, to help her realize that her
shine comes from within. With gorgeous
illustrations depicting colorful underwater life,
Shine! teaches about the wonders that can be
found inside ourselves. Naoko's gorgeous use of
plywood as the canvas for her work offers the
perfect texture and pattern to evoke waves and
sea currents in the underwater scenes.
Where the Stars Still Shine Jun 27 2019 Happilyever-after is never quite what you expect in this
hot and gritty romance.
All Bottled Up! (Shimmer and Shine) May 31
step-up-and-shine-power-and-presence-in-action-volume-1

2022 At head of title: Nickelodeon Shimmer and
Shine.
Shine Apr 05 2020 shine is a guidebook for selfdiscovery and identity to help you find yourself,
know yourself, and BE yourself! i like to think
that your light is made up of many colours (like a
rainbow) or facets (like a chandelier) or
twinkling little bulbs all in a row... in other
words, you contain multitudes! there is so much
to who you are, and who you are is brilliant and
unique and inherently enough... i promise you
this. this guidebook has no author named on the
cover because YOU are the author. this is the
book of YOU and with it you will explore 21
themes and questions, along with inspiring
messages, powerful lessons, and helpful
strategies to help you learn about you. if you
have felt like... you've lost your self, or want to
embrace and honour yourself more deeply, or
feel like you are ready to explore new layers of
who you are here to be, or have experienced a
change or period of stuckness in life and want to
find yourself again, or wish to give yourself
permission to be authentically you, or need to
build your confidence, self-worth, and selfbelief... this is the guidebook for you!
Rise and Shine Mar 29 2022 Raffi's beloved
song about waking up and seizing the day is
available for the first time in a board book
edition that readers will treasure. All through
the forest, animals are waking up and venturing
out to find their friends and start their days.
Raffi’s song is a wonderful wake-up call that
encourages kids to greet the world around them.
Singing supports and encourages even the
youngest child’s speech and listening skills,
which makes Rise and Shine perfect for early
learning. With its delightful illustrations, this is
the ideal sing-aloud for a whole new generation.
Let it Shine Dec 14 2020 Coretta Scott King
Award winner Ashley Bryan celebrates three
favorite spirituals in this colorful and joyous
picture book. This little light of mine, I’m gonna
let it shine. Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine.
Come, sing, and celebrate the power of the
beloved songs “This Little Light of Mine,” “Oh,
When the Saints Go Marching In,” and “He’s Got
the Whole World in His Hands” through
kaleidoscopic illustrations of color and cut
paper.
Shine It Up Aug 22 2021 Sassy and
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adventurous, Jackie Gillies devours life with style
and a smile - and lives it to the shiny brim. Well
known to Australian audiences from The Real
Housewives of Melbourne and I'm a Celebrity...
Get Me Out of Here! Jackie has another
surprising side: she also works as a psychic
medium, booked out months in advance. Jackie
was aware of her psychic gift from a very young
age, but her career began in banking, where she
developed her business skills and
entrepreneurial flair. A series of events in 2004
encouraged her to follow her intuition to her
true life's purpose. Jackie believes your thoughts
create your reality - and her positive energy and
inspiring spiritual guidance have earned her the
reputation as one of Australia's most soughtafter psychic mediums. This is the story of a
young woman from Newcastle who was on the
corporate path, doing all the conventional
things, but who found the courage to follow her
gift and create an amazing life. It's a book for
everyone who has a dream. It's also the story of
bringing spirituality into everyday life.
On the Verge Sep 03 2022 Tap Your Personal
Power and Thrive Have you ever hoped to
recapture the powerful sense of aliveness you’ve
felt at the best moments of your life? Cara
Bradley can show you how. With enlightening
stories and fresh practices, her book will teach
you how to experience what she calls “highdefinition, high-voltage living” on purpose, every
day. She will expertly guide you through the
process toward an indescribable sense of
fulfillment and empowerment that you may not
have thought possible but that was always there,
on the “verge” of happening, ready to emerge.
This user-friendly book also offers: • the
encouragement to not be a spectator of life but
to instead cultivate ways to live beyond your
busy mind and be present in each moment • the
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coaching you need to stay consistent with
transformative daily practices • the guidance to
trust that, like spiritual sages and Olympic
athletes, you have brilliance and strength
available to you at any time
Shine Bright Feb 02 2020 American pop music
is arguably this country’s greatest cultural
contribution to the world, and its singular voice
and virtuosity were created by a shining thread
of Black women geniuses stretching back to the
country’s founding. This is their surprising,
heartbreaking, soaring story—from “one of the
generation’s greatest, most insightful, most
nuanced writers in pop culture” (Shea Serrano)
“Sparkling . . . the overdue singing of a Black
girl’s song, with perfect pitch . . . delicious to
read.”—Oprah Daily ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR: Publishers Weekly A weave of
biography, criticism, and memoir, Shine Bright
is Danyel Smith’s intimate history of Black
women’s music as the foundational story of
American pop. Smith has been writing this
history for more than five years. But as a music
fan, and then as an essayist, editor (Vibe,
Billboard), and podcast host (Black Girl
Songbook), she has been living this history since
she was a latchkey kid listening to “Midnight
Train to Georgia” on the family stereo. Smith’s
detailed narrative begins with Phillis Wheatley,
an enslaved woman who sang her poems, and
continues through the stories of Mahalia
Jackson, Dionne Warwick, Aretha Franklin,
Gladys Knight, and Mariah Carey, as well as the
under-considered careers of Marilyn McCoo,
Deniece Williams, and Jody Watley. Shine Bright
is an overdue paean to musical masters whose
true stories and genius have been hidden in
plain sight—and the book Danyel Smith was
born to write.
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